
   

TRADEMARK OWNERS BEWARE: FACEBOOK TO ALLOW PERSONALIZED URLs

Trademark owners already wary of unauthorized uses of their marks on the Internet have 
yet another venue to put on their watch screens. Facebook, the popular social networking 
website, has announced that it will allow users to create personalized Facebook URLs. That 
means two things: a better way for Facebook users to identify their Facebook pages—and 
more hazards of trademark misuse and infringement.

Currently, Facebook URLs appear in the form www.facebook.com/profile.php?
id=123456789. That is, each user is assigned a unique identification number that appears 
at the end of the string. Personalized URLs will appear in the more friendly format www.
facebook.com/USERNAME. The change to the new format is set to begin on Saturday, 
June 13, 2009 at 12:01 a.m. EDT.

Personalized URLs will allow Facebook users to more easily find an individual’s or company’s 
Facebook page using either Facebook’s search function or internet search engines. More 
importantly, users can simply type a Facebook URL (such as, “www.facebook.com/
thompsoncoburn”) into their web browser to reach the desired Facebook page.

The problem, of course, is that someone may build a Facebook page using your company’s 
trademark—such as www.facebook.com/WIDGET. Recognizing this problem, Facebook is 
allowing trademark owners to reserve their own trademarks. To do so, complete Facebook’s 
“Preventing the Registration of a Username” form available at http://www.facebook.com/
help/contact.php?show_form=username_rights. 

It is not yet clear how broad or effective Facebook’s trademark reservation procedure will 
prove. For example, will it prevent use of all usernames confusingly similar to the reserved 
trademark, or just usernames identical to the reserved trademark? Even in the absence of 
answers to these questions, most trademark owners will be well advised to promptly 
reserve their important trademarks with Facebook. 

Facebook already allows intellectual property rights holders to report infringement of any 
type of intellectual property. Presumably, the same reporting procedure could be used by 
trademark owners to report any Facebook username that appears to infringe its trademark 
rights. Thus, trademark owners concerned about possible misuse of their marks under the 
new Facebook URL scheme should monitor Facebook, and utilize the Facebook IP 
infringement reporting procedures where necessary. 

If you have immediate questions you may contact any of the members of Thompson 
Coburn LLP’s Intellectual Property Group listed below:

Thomas A. Polcyn, 314.552.6331 – tpolcyn@thompsoncoburn.com

Mark Sableman, 314.552.6103 – msableman@thompsoncoburn.com

For a full listing of our practice area members, visit the Intellectual Property Practice Group.

For a print version of this alert, click here. 

If you would like to discontinue receiving future promotional e-mail from Thompson Coburn 
LLP, click here to unsubscribe.  
 
This e-mail was sent by Thompson Coburn LLP, located at One US Bank Plaza, St. Louis, 
MO 63101 in the USA. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and should not be 
based solely upon advertisements. The ethical rules of some states require us to identify 
this as attorney advertising material.  
 
This alert is intended for information only and should not be considered legal advice. If you 
desire legal advice for a particular situation you should consult an attorney.  
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